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As the title dictates, Lena Brazin’s inaugural exhibition at Four You Gallery is a demonstration of oil
paintings that celebrate relationships, both human
and spiritual.
The real and the supernatural collide harmoniously
in Brazin’s artworks; incongruent beings are situated
comfortably within the random frames. Despite their
peculiarity, one is reluctant to question the unions
that the artist depicts.
Night Watch, 2021
Acrylic and oil on cotton canvas
148 x 200 cm

Although the recurring ‘spirits’ that feature are arguably
non-existent and take varying forms, they are immediately recognisable as transcendent guides or mirrors.

Take Me to the Moon, 2021
Acrylic and oil on linen on limewood
40 x 30 cm

Reunion II, 2021
Acrylic and oil on cotton canvas
148 x 100 cm

Reunion I, 2021
Acrylic and oil on cotton canvas
148 x 100 cm

Brazin explains that they aid her in navigating the painting, and her life more generally:
“With their help and existence, I am able to navigate
my own life.”

Seraphim, 2021
Acrylic and oil on cotton canvas
200 x 148 cm

The artist paints what she knows, with assurance.
Colours are bold, brush strokes are confident. Brazin
builds her compositions by collating images of her
surroundings, the faces and stories of those she knows,
as well as memories she has gathered.

Kotare Kamaji
Acrylic and oil on linen
200 x 230 cm

Analog Girl I, 2021
Acrylic and oil on linen with
crossed frame
150 x 150 cm

Analog Girl II, 2021
Acrylic and oil on linen with
crossed frame
150 x 150 cm

The artist takes direct inspiration from happenstances;
chance meetings that have longlasting impacts on one’s
life.

Here Comes the Son, 2021
Acrylic and oil on linen on limewood installed a
wooden board
Triptych with constructed frame
25 x 85 cm (17 x 13 cm, 25 x 20 cm, 17 x 13 cm)

Encounters that Brazin depicts maybe coincidental, but
they resonate and are un-fleeting.The subjects in each
painting, both human and supernatural, engage with
one another. Bodies intertwine and in some cases
become one.

Inner Voice, 2021
Acrylic on wooden panel
Quadriptych with constructed frame
113 x 77 cm (25 x 20 cm each)

Cottage 15, 2021
Acrylic and oil on linen
on limewood
30 x 25 cm

Cottage 16, 2021
Acrylic and oil on linen
on limewood
30 x 25 cm

Akin to the way Brazin paints, the artworks unfold in
front of the viewer revealing deeper layers. The artist
follows few rules in terms of construction, colour and
content.
This out of the ordinary approach is reflected in the
finished paintings, which appropriately also err on the
side of sculpture.

Collab, 2021
Acrylic and oil on cotton canvas
80 x 100 cm

Whilst the artworks are about self-reflection and
self-awareness, they undoubtedly refuse timidity and
selfconsciousness.
Whether admittedly or not, the uncanny experiences
that Lena Brazin illustrates are recognised by all. The
artist encourages you to think beyond the material
world and embrace the paralleled metaphysical.

Cozy Dens, 2021
Acrylic and oil on linen on limewood
30 x 30 cm

ABOUT THE ARTIST
Lena Brazin (b.1985, Kosice, Slovakia) is an artist currently living and
working in London, UK. Largely self-taught, Brazin successfully completed
and eagerly deserted a Masters degree in Management and Economics to
pursue a career in the arts. Unable to ignore her burning desire to paint, the
artist embarked upon years of mentored study in Slovakia and France.
Following this, she enrolled upon the alternative studio-painting programme
at Turps Art School in London from which she graduated in 2019.

LENA BRAZIN

Her unrelenting work ethic has been rewarded with victory in the form of
numerous exhibitions. These include the "RA Summer Show 2020" Royal
Academy of Arts 2020, London; "Ancient Deities" Arusha Gallery 2020,
Edinburgh; "FBA Futures 2020" Mall Galleries 2020, London; "Exceptional"
graduate art award, Collyer Bristow Gallery 2020, London; "Turps Painters
2019" Turps Gallery 2019, London; "Artist of the Day" Flowers Gallery 2018,
London; "Bow Open Show" at Nunnery Gallery 2018, London.
In addition, Brazin has been shortlisted for multiple prizes including: FBA
Futures, Exceptional Graduate Art Award, Jackson’s Painting Prize and Bow
Arts Open. Furthermore, her work is in the Soho House Collection as well as
the hands of private collectors in France, Slovakia, the UK, the US, Japan,
Australia and New Zealand.

ABOUT THE
GA L L E RY
In an attempt to transpose the gender inequality that continues to
persist in the art world, Four You gallery exclusively showcases
the work of female artists.
Four You Gallery is a travelling venue-by-appointment that
showcases contemporary art. It o�ffers female artists a global
audience, whilst allowing art enthusiasts to discover thoughtfully
curated artworks produced by international talents.
Apparent is the lack of representation of female artists in galleries,
as well as the exclusion of women from the mainstream art
market. Four You gallery intends to provide a platform for the
overlooked; o�ering a space that encourages cross-discipline
dialogue led solely by women aiming to inflict change.
Dedicated to the artist and regardless of their nationality,medium,
or career-status, Four You hopes to celebrate, support and
empower. Curated for you – whether a casual enthusiast or
passionate collector – we carefully select artists with distinct and
bold styles. We wish to captivate and inspire, by casting the
spotlight on stimulating women in art.
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